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End User License Agreement
The purchase of the license for this software carries no guarantee or warranty either expressed or implied regarding
its ability to predict the outcome of any race.
No guarantee or warranty can be made by anyone at any time regarding the outcome of events which include or
involve the element of chance. Thus if the licensee chooses to pursue bets on races using data derived from this
software, such decisions and all results thereof and consequences there from are entirely the responsibility of the end
user. Neither the originator nor the seller bears any responsibility for damages incurred by the end user which may
result from the use of this software.
The material contained in this program is intended to inform and educate the user and in no way represents an
inducement to gamble legally or illegally. It is intended for the entertainment and exclusive use of the licensee only
and may not be shared with others for any purpose. All rights are reserved.
Except for brief passages used in legitimate reviews, no parts or products of this program or the accompanying
documentation may be reproduced, recreated, distributed or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, without prior written permission.
This product is produced and distributed in the United States of America.
Address all inquiries to:
handicapping@paceeval.com
Register your license by sending an email to the above address. Please send a registration email with the following
information:
Name, address, city, state, phone number (optional), email address, CD registration number and
where you heard about the program.
When contacting us about the program, you will be asked for your CD registration number. The information you
provide will be used only to contact you regarding changes or updates to the program when they occur.
A web site for support of our customers is established at http://www.paceeval.com/. This web site will be used to
keep you informed of updates and ideas on using the program. You can email us or there is a page on the web site
where you can register.
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Introduction
This program is to help you handicap the fewest number of horses and have the largest percentage of
winners in the group you handicap.
This documentation is divided into three parts:
1. Introductions – these remarks
2. Analysis – how to use the program’s products and interpret its implications to handicap a race
3. Operation – a technical description of the program, its controls and the responses to various
user actions
Pace Evaluatorplus contains the necessary code to extract a download race file from the zip file. Pace
Evaluatorplus checks for new download files in the directory identified as the download folder when it
starts up and if new files are found, they are unzipped and the extracted file placed in the DRFData
folder or other folder as directed by the user.
One of the zip files is the downloaded from Brisnet for the Belmont Stakes of 2008 [BEL0607k.ZIP]
and the data file extracted from that file, Bel20080607.drf. The other file is the Breeder's Cup Classic
[CDX1106k.ZIP] and the extracted data file Cdx20101106.drf.
These files are included since they were used for the example in this documentation. You may use the
.zip file to unzip these files to become familiar with the PEPlus unzip feature.
The user may also use the .drf file to test the Pace Evaluatorplus program and become familiar with the
program’s operation, displays and printing.
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Pace Evaluatorplus Program - Analysis
This program is designed to help you handicap the least number of horses and have the largest number of winners in
the group you handicap. In the end it is still up to you to make the final choice. This program is based on PACE.
I have found that most people do not use pace because they do not know how. This program figures pace and puts it
on paper so you can use it.
Along the way, I found a book called Pace Makes The Race: An Introduction To The Sartin Methodology.
Reading this book I began to understand that the thing I was missing was pace. When I began to understand pace
and added it to my handicapping, I got better results. Figuring pace by hand was slow, so a lot of the time I did not
use it. One of my friends does programming so we got together and created this program. The following are
instructions on how to set up and use this program.
The install program creates a default set of directories [folders].
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Pace Evaluatorplus Program and Folder Setup
The following are the folders created by the Pace Evaluator setup program by default. This list shows the
default folder name and the purpose of that folder, i.e., the files which are stored in it.
C:\PEPlus

The Pace Evaluatorplus program is put on the hard drive known as drive C:

C:\PEPlus\DownLoad

This folder is where the zipped files are downloaded from Brisnet.

C:\PEPlus\DRFData

When you uncompress the zipped files, the results should be put in this folder.

C:\PEPlus\PEPlusData

The files created and used by the program are stored in this folder.

When the user is downloading the Past Performance data and Racing Form files from Brisnet, the locations above
must be specified to the browser when the files are downloaded. When extracting the Brisnet data file from the
compressed download file, the user must specify the directory above identified for the uncompressed files.
The information above is the default folder set created by the Pace evaluator setup program. The same information
can be viewed from within the Pace Evaluator program by selecting the Show … menu and the Directories option.
This option shows the actual folders on the user’s system where the files are installed if the user has not opted to use
the default installation parameters.
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Brisnet Downloads
This program works on downloads from www.brisnet.com. You will need to set up an account with Brisnet to buy
downloads for this program.
Below is an example of the Brisnet home page. To download for the program you would go to Brisnet’s home page
and click on Selections, Programs & PP’s.

When you click this link
you will go to a page like
the one shown below.

Click here and you will be
moved down the page to the
data file section.
Then you can make a selection.

Click anywhere in the white area and you can
scroll down to the data file section and then make
a selection. When clicked in this section you can
scroll using the mouse wheel, arrow keys, page
up or down or the scroll bar (not shown).
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Click on the above link, this is the file you need to download to run the program. When you click the DRF Data
Files (single), the following page will be displayed.
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Select Race to Download
Scroll down the list until you find the track you want, then go across the column and find the date for the desired
race. Click on the date for that race and the download dialog box is displayed by the browser (see below). If the race
does not have the letter p after the date, then the race will not contain the morning line odds. Morning line odds are
needed in the analysis.

Enter your Brisnet user name and password to initiate the download. You are charged one dollar for each race you
download from Brisnet. Save the Zip file to the hard drive in the BrisDownload folder.
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Past Performances
Custom PP Generator

When you click on free
software this is the
page you will see.

1

Install this free software you
will be able to view the racing
form. This installation will also
put an icon on your desktop.

2
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When you open Custom PP Generator
click File and then Load File so it will go
to where the files are located.

3

Where it goes is not where our files are stored. So
here is what to do to get files from your DRF Data
files. The next examples (4 &5) will show you how to
set things up so when you click on Load File it will
go to where you have your files.

Click on System and you will get this
menu.

4

Click on Default File Directory and
you will see this menu.

In this menu you need to go where you
have your DRF Data files.

5

You need to follow the path to your DRF
Data files if they are different than the path
shown.
If you installed the program from the disk it
will default to C drive and make a folder
called PacePlus. In the PacePlus folder will
be a folder called DRF Data. This is where
the information is stored that you need to
create the racing form with Custom PP
Generator. Following these instructions
will make it easy to find the file you need to
make the racing form.
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Running the Program
At this time you should have your download race file unzipped. If not, unzip the file. If you need help unzipping the
file, refer to the section Unzip from PEPlus. Open the program and you will see the yellow window shown below.
To run the program, start with the Data Import button.

1
Click on the button Data Import. It
will take you to an Open file dialog
box where you will highlight the
race you want and click Open.

When you click Data Import you will see a box titled DRFData. Highlight the race you want and click Open. In
the next box click Save. Go to the Open Race button and click, this will bring up a box showing PaceEvalData.
Highlight the race you want and click open, then you will see the example that is on the next page. You will note
that a Print Preview button appears. The Print Preview button appears after you choose the race number. After I
pick a race I usually go to the Print Preview button and click on it. Then I can preview the races showing all the
horses and their information. You can exit the program by the Quit button or by the X in the red box in the upper
right hand corner.
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Once the race file is selected, you will see the screen below. Note the information
for the selected race (track and race date) is displayed in the top bar of the window.

We have shortened this example to
save space. We will do this to all
examples that we can to save space.
Once you select the race, focus shifts to the Horse pull down. Now you will have a window that looks like the above.
Race # is now showing in blue in the Race pull down. Click on the Race pull down arrow, pick the race and click on
it. Once you click on the desired race number, the race number is entered in the Race box and the race distance is
entered in the Distance box. The focus then shifts to the Horse pull down control box. (See example below)

Click on the
Horse Name pull
down. Then the
box will look like
the example.

Click on the name
to select the
desired horse.

You can go through all the races and horses this way to see their individual information or you can go to the Print
Preview button and view everything in the Print Preview format. I clicked on Smarty Jones; the next page is what
you would see. The example below is showing you the first way to view the horses’ individual information.
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This is the second way to view the horses’ information. This page also gives you the Dist, EPR, FFR, TPR and the
lengths behind that the horse finished in the race. This page does not give you the horses’ position at each call in the
race.
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The running style of a horse.
E (Early) = A horse that exhibits this running style is one that typically vies for the early lead or whose
best races are run on the lead. These horses do not successfully rate behind a pace setter.
E/P (Early/ Presser) = A horse that exhibits this running style is one that runs second or third within a few
lengths of the lead, early in the race, before trying to run down the leader. This type of horse may run in the
front end but unlike the “E” horse, its best race is behind a pace setter.
P (Presser) = A horse that exhibits this running style is one that runs in the middle-of-the-pack ,early in the
race, before trying to run down the leader. A “P” horse may at times run close to the leader but rarely, if
ever, challenges for the lead early. Unlike an “S” horse the “P” horse doesn’t typically run from the rear of
the pack in its better races.
S (Sustain or Closer) = A horse that exhibits this running style is one that runs, early in the race, in the
back of the pack before trying to run down the leader.
NA (Not Available) = This horse is a first time starter or one who hasn’t enough meaningful running lines
to accurately assess the horse’s preferred running style.

Odds
Morning line odds from lowest to highest are as follows:
1 – 10

3–5

7–5

2–1

4–1

7–1

12 – 1

1–5

4–5

3–2

5–2

9–2

8–1

15 – 1

2–5

1–1

8–5

3–1

5–1

9–1

20 - 1

1– 2

6–5

9–5

7–2

6–1

10 -1

50 – 1

The odds in red are the ones you see most often.
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Explanations
The page below explains things you need to know about the printed pages. The image below is a sample of the
printout data (header) for a single horse. The information layout is the same for every horse. The header is the area
between the two lines. In the header it gives the horse’s name, Brisnet Powering rating, running style, percentage
number, morning line odds and days since last race. The printout shows pace data from the past performances for as
many as 10 prior races with an average given for the four most recent races and then for the total number of races. If
there are only 4 or 5 prior races, the average is given for the total number of races rather than two averages.
This is Brisnet’s Power rating. [2nd] shows
it’s the second highest power number of the
race.

This is the morning
line odds.

Horses Class

This is the horse’s
Running style.
This shows the ability
of the horse to win.
Best is A+, A, and
then a. A horse may
show an X also
explained below.
This figure is
explained below.

This is how many days
since horse’s last race.

The image below is from the Past Performance portion of the PDF download file stored in the Racing Form
directory. It shows the racing form’s data for each horse’s previous race.
A horse may have an in the line with the horse name [not shown in this sample].The applies only to races of
7f, 7.5f and 8f. The 'X' signifies that this horse has in the past finished in the top 3 at today's distance. This marker
only shows in races of 7, 7.5 or 8 furlongs.

The 100% shown in the header or first example was not figured from the second example. You would not get 100%
from the second example. To figure the % we look at the figures inside the red square. There are 10 races shown
above. What is important is the number of times the horse was 1st, or 2nd. Since there are 10 races, this gives you 40
numbers that you are looking at. Take the number of times the horse was 1st, or 2nd and divide it by 40 and you have
the % [percentage] figure shown in the header. You will get 18% using the example shown. In theory, the better the
percentage, the better the horse, but this is not always true. I use it as a piece of the puzzle in picking the winner.
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In the example below when you click Program Mode you will get the Contenders for the race (explanation in
yellow box), All Horses and Close.
The next option is Hide horses, the box with blue border. With this you can check the box next to the horse you
want to eliminate, click refresh and the horse will be eliminated. To reinstate uncheck the box and click refresh
again.
The Scratch box, with the red border, lets you check the box next to the horse to scratch and when you close the
box the horse will go away. To reinstate uncheck the box and click refresh again.
The Race Condition shows the conditions for the race you are handicapping.
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Handicapping the Program
In this section we will explain how you can use Pace Evaluator plus to handicap the races. We have added to this
section the ability to use the Hide horse and the Scratch features of the program. Remember that everything starts
with the yellow screen. When you have the yellow screen you import a race, open the race and then go to the print
preview page (one page shown below). You can then open the Scratch box to scratch horses or open the Hide horse
box to eliminate the horses that you do not want for this race.
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This example is of the print preview section of the program. Now we will look at a race. The race is Belmont June 7
2008. We will look at how you would handicap races using this program.
The first step is to see what the race distance is and in this race it is12F. With this in mind you would scan the FFR
column. For a sprint race you would scan the EPR column. We are scanning only the 4 most recent races. Now scan
the FFR column of each horse to find the highest number the horse has. I have put a red box around the FFR number
of each horse on this page and a green box around the TPR number. Most of the time you can scan the FFR and
eliminate the low numbers but you have to watch because a high FFR needs a high TPR to be good and a high TPR
needs a high FFR, or for a sprint a high EPR. The Hide horse box is at the bottom of the second column and I have
checked the horses I would eliminate.

The 6 and 8 horse would be eliminated because of their low FFR. The 6 horse had a 180 TPR and scanning the
TPR’s most of them are in the 180’s. So I would keep the 6 horse for right now because his TPR is higher than the
8 horses TPR.
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In the example above after you clicked on refresh the following page is what you will have. As you can see there
are 3 horses instead of 10.
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Handicapping the Breeders' Cup
Here is a second handicapping example.

There are two pages for this race. Scanning both pages I would keep only horses with 100+ and eliminate the rest. I
have put red squares around the high numbers of each horse on the ones I would keep. The Hide horse boxes show
the horses I would eliminate
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This page shows what is left after you clicked refresh. I have put red squares around the high numbers on the horses
I would keep. You could possibly keep the 7 horse but he is a 20/1 M/L odds, Brisnets 8th pick and has not won a
race since 04/04/2009.
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You are now down to 3 horses. The 2
horse has the highest TPR but his most
recent race with a TPR of 142 is not good.
He was 1 length behind the winner so it
was a hard race.
Running styles show the number 5 horse
ahead of the other 2 horses. The 5 horse is
the 3rd Brisnet pick, has a big A+ and had
an easy last race.
The 6 horse also had an easy last race.
My pick to bet would be the 5 and 6
horses.
Results on the next page.
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Compact Handicapping

To get this version you must click on the Display Race
option and then click on compact so an arrow appears.

If you do not want to print all of the races click on Print Data
and then click on Compact so an arrow appears, then click on
Selected Race. Next check the races you want to print and click
on Print.
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Contenders for the Race

This will show you how to access the Contenders mode. The contenders are horses the program has
picked that are the best contenders for the race.

The page above is what the contenders page would look like.
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Results
Getting Results

1
Go to the Brisnet home page
and click on the Results &
Charts.

2
After clicking on Results &
Charts you will get this page.
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3
With this page you choose
the track you want and then
the day.

4
After you choose the track and
day and then click on the day
you want you will get this page.
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5

On this page go to File
then click on Save As.

Then you will get this window.

In the File name window
type in the track, year,
month and day as shown in
the above window. The
day of the week is
optional.

6

7

Make sure the Save as type window is
the same as shown here. What you are
seeing here is NOT what is in the
window when it opens. You have to
click on the right of the box and choose
what is shown.
The window says:
Web page HTML only[*.htm;*.html]
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Making Shortcuts for Results

When you get to this page put
your mouse cursor
curser any where
on the page and right click.
This menu will appear.
Click on Create Shortcut. You
will then have a shortcut on
your desktop like this one.
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Betting Two or Three Horses — Dutching
Persons able to narrow the contenders in a race to two horses can use the following table to make a profit. By betting
on each of the contending horses in the precise proportions called for by the odds the player wins no matter which of
the horses wins. Naturally, if some other horse wins, the entire amount is lost. The only limit on this adaptation of
the old-fashioned booking-percentage table is that the total amount wagered may not exceed $42.00. Of course, if
the player wants to double, triple or quadruple the prescribed amount, then take two, three or four times the bet
amount. Note also that the method is not useable with extremely short-priced horses.

Dutching Table
Odds at Post Time

Bet

Odds at Post Time

Bet

1-1

$ 25

4-1

$ 10

6-5

22

9-2

9

7-5

20

5-1

8

3-2

19

6-1

7

8-5

19

7-1

6

9-5

18

8-1

6

2-1

16

9-1

5

5-2

14

10 - 1

5

3-1

12

11 – 1 & up

4

7-2

11
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Pace Evaluator plus Program - Operation
Using the Pace Evaluator plus Program
The Pace Evaluator plus [hereinafter PEPlus] program is designed to be as intuitive as possible. When the program
opens, a clean window is displayed. The program has five command buttons in this window (see The PEPlus
Window image below). Four are visible [Manual, Data Import, Open Race and Quit] and one [Print/Preview] is
hidden in this image.

The PEPlus Window

Program Controls
The program provides a menu option corresponding to each command button and a few without corresponding
command buttons. The image below shows the File menu with its options visible. The options on the menu not
provided by a command button are: – to open a downloaded zip file to uncompress it.

The Show ... Menu
The PEPlus Show ... menu provides four options to display information relating to the program (see PEPlus Show ...
Menu image below).
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The Manual option displays the Pace Evaluator plus manual. If the manual is not found, the program notifies the user
how to restore it. To display the manual, the Adobe® Reader© program is required. If this program is not on the
user's system, it may be downloaded free from Brisnet's web site or from Adobe's web site. As of this writing, the
download link from Adobe® is: http://get.adobe.com/reader/. This link is subject to change at the discretion of
Adobe®. If it no longer works, do a web search for Adobe Reader to find a current download link.
The ReadMe file option displays the PEPlus ReadMe file which is also displayed when the program is installed
unless the user opts to bypass the option.

PEPlus Show ... Menu
The Directories option displays the directory structure of PEPlus providing the user the location in which PEPlus
saves and looks for files associated with the program.

PEPlus Show Directories Window
The directory display is shown in the PEPlus Show Directories Window image above. Clicking the Okay button
closes the Directories window.
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The File Menu

The PEPlus Window File Menu
The Print Preview button is not displayed until a data file has been opened, i.e., until the user has selected data that
may be printed. Likewise, there is a File menu option to print preview the current race day’s data but again it only is
available when data has been loaded from a race data file.
The Quit button ends the program as does the File menu Exit option.
Two buttons and corresponding File menu options access the real functionality of the program.
The Data Import action is required only once for each separate race file selected for handicapping. Once the data
import is completed, the user need only open the file if he wishes to return to that race in the future.

Open Source File Dialog Box
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The first time the user selects the Data Import function, the file dialog box points to a default directory assigned
during installation. The dialog box displays a list of files extracted from the user's download files. These files have
an extension of .drf.
Note the lower right area of the image shows several options for the source file type. PEPlus imports data from the
Brisnet .drf data files and from the Brisnet Multicaps download data files. PEPlus also allows the user to use the file
types .pcs and .eg from the now defunct Thoroughbred Sports Network [TSN] website.
In the image above, the last option, TSN Data files (*.eg), is truncated but is still a valid option in the program.
The files from the TSN web site do not contain some of the data fields provided in the Brisnet downloads and in
those cases, the PEPlus display of those items is blank.
Once the user selects the desired file, he clicks the Open button (see Source File Selected image below).

Source File Selected
PEPlus then displays the Identify Output file dialog box show in the Save File Dialog Box image below. PEPlus
suggests a file name based on the source file giving the track and date info for the race.
When the user selects the desired data file and clicks the Open button, the program displays another file dialog box.
This dialog box is to direct the PEPlus program’s data files to a specific directory (see Source File Selected image
above).
The directory is the directory assigned during installation or a user defined directory most recently used to save
PEPlus data files.
The Identify Output file dialog box also suggests a name for the PEPlus output file. That suggested name is the same
as the Brisnet unzipped .drf file with a new file extension. If the user desires a different file name, he may change it
as required but the file extension SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED. Doing so causes problems finding such files later.
Using the suggested file name is encouraged because it readily identifies the track and race data of the selected file.
Click the Save button on the file dialog box for the PEPlus program to extract the necessary data from the
uncompressed Brisnet data file (see Save File Dialog Box image below). Future references to this data do not
require the Data Import action repeated. The PEPlus program stores the data it requires in its own files and each time
you review the data, it is taken from the PEPlus data files.
The user may enter a name of his own choice but using the default name is recommended for simplicity. Changing
the file name extension from the default .hrn will cause difficulty in finding the file later since PEPlus looks for data
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files having the extension .hrn only. If the user supplies another file name extension, then he must supply the same
extension as the search parameter for the Open file dialog box in future attempts to open the file.

Save File Dialog Box
Once the Data Import function is completed, PEPlus opens the file for the user's immediate use. If several files are
imported consecutively, the most recently imported race data file remains open for the user.
When the data import process is complete, the opening window is once again displayed with the race information in
the window title bar and the race selector populated with the races.
If the user wishes to handicap a different race, he must select the desired race as described below.
Clicking the Open Race button displays another file dialog box. This time, the dialog directs the user to select the
pace data file for the desired race. Once the file is selected, its name appears in the File name: pull down of the
dialog box (see Open File Dialog image below). Click the Open button to access the selected race data file.
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Open File Dialog
Once the selected data file is opened, the pull downs become the controls of interest. One is for selection of the
desired race [Race pull down] from the day’s program and the other is for selection of the desired horse [Horse pull
down] for that race. These pull down controls are disabled until a file has been opened containing PEPlus data (see
Data File Opened image below).
Once the data file is opened, the title bar of the PEPlus program displays the track name and race date for the
selected race data. Also, the Print Preview button and corresponding menu options are enabled and the pull down
control for selecting the race number is enabled. The Horse pull down control remains disabled until a race has been
selected.

Data File Opened
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Select a Race
Click on the Race pull down control and a list of the day’s race numbers is shown. Select the number of the desired
race by clicking on it (see Race Number Selection image below) or by using the up or down arrow navigation
controls to select it.

Race Number Selection
Selecting the desired race number removes the pull down list, inserts the race number into the pull down box and the
race distance is entered into the Distance box (see Race Selected image below). Note that the highlight [focus]
moves to the Horse pull down control.

Race Selected

Select a Horse
Click on the Horse pull down control to display a list of horses in the selected race (see Horse Selection image below) or
use the Up and Down arrow navigation keys to select the horse for which to display data.
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Horse Selection
Again, click on the horse’s name in the list to select the desired horse, to remove the pull down list and put the
selected horse name into the pull down box (see Horse Selected image below) displaying the data for the selected
horse.

Screen Display
Also, all data from the file on this horse is displayed in the window. The displayed data is the pace data for up to ten
(10) most recent races finished for this horse. The race date, race distance, Early Pace Rating [EPR], Final Fraction
Rating [FFR] and Total Pace Rating [TPR] and the horse’s position for the first, second and stretch calls, the finish
position and lengths behind/winner margin are displayed.

Horse Selected
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If a horse does not finish a race, that race data is discarded by the PEPlus program because pace calculations require
a horse to finish the race.
Below the previous race data, the averages are displayed for the pace ratings and the totals for each call and finish
position of first, second or third place. The last data displayed to the right of the totals is the percentage of finishes in
the first three positions, in this case, the horse finished in the money 19 of 40 calls in the ten most recent races.
Other data displayed below the name of the horse [to the left of the data described above] is the Prime Power
number [181.9 in this case, a Brisnet calculation of the horse’s running ability], the relative rank of the Prime Power
number [1st in this case meaning no horse in this race has a higher Prime Power number], the Brisnet running style
[S 1], the morning line odds [12/1], the date of the most recent race [10/12/2009] and the number of days since that
race to the currently selected race [28].
The lengths back are displayed in red and winner margin in black characters. For horses finishing behind, if the
lengths back is less than 5, the background is yellow.

No Data Display
As each horse is selected, similar data is displayed. There are reasons why a horse may have no pace data. Pace data
cannot be calculated for races of less than 5 and more than 12 furlongs. In that case, a box is displayed showing the
name of the horse and the message shown in the image below.

No Pace Data – Short Races
The program displays any available data for the horse. Clicking on the message or selecting new data for display
causes it to be removed.
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No Pace Data Race Display

Unknown Horse
Another reason for no pace data is that a horse has no run races in the United States. In this case a box is displayed
showing the name of the horse and the message shown in the image below. This situation may result from a horse
having never raced previously or from a horse that has only raced on foreign tracks.

No Pace Data – No USA Races
The program displays any available data for the horse. Clicking on the message or selecting new data for display
causes it to be removed. Since Missa B has no USA races, there is no Brisnet Prime Power figure, no predicted
finish position and the running style is NA 0. The morning line odds are available.
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Print Preview and Printing
Click on the Print/Preview button and a new window, the Print Preview window, is displayed (see PEPlus Print
Preview Menu image below). This window looks essentially the same as what will be sent to the printer except that
the print preview window is adjusted to display an optimum size window depending on the display settings of the
user’s computer.

PEPlus Print Preview Menu
The Print Preview window has several menu options in PEPlus which will be new to users of Pace Evaluator. The
menu options are Program Mode, Print Data, Display Race, Hide horse, Scratch and Race Cond.

Program Mode Menu
This menu allows the user to select the Contenders mode, All horses mode and to close the Print/Preview window
(see Program Mode Menu image below).

PEPlus Print Preview Menu
In the above image, the All horses mode is selected as denoted by the check beside the All horses menu option.
When Contenders mode is selected, the check mark is beside the Contenders menu option (see PEPlus Contenders
Mode image below).

PEPlus Contenders Mode
When Contenders mode is selected, the program displays only horses the program has selected as the most likely
group to produce the winner. Even if the user has a horse hidden which is also identified by the program as a
potential contender, the hidden action will not prevent display or printing of that horse's info in Contenders mode.
Also, when Contenders mode is selected, the Hide horses menu option is not available.
A scratched horse will not display or print in any mode.
When in the All horses mode, horses scratched or hidden do not display and do not print.

Print Data Menu
The Print Data menu has four options; to select a compact print mode, to print data for all races, to print data for
selected races and to select the desired printer when multiple printers are available (see Print Data Menu image
below).
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Print Data Menu
The print option is designed for the standard 8-1/2” x 11” page, portrait orientation, single-side and uses the default
printer. The program prints in color. If the user’s printer is a monochrome printer, colors will show as grays of
varying darkness.
When the Compact print mode is selected, the program puts a check mark beside the Compact menu option as with
the Contenders menu shown above. When compact mode is selected, the program prints a maximum of four past
performance lines and no average information. The printed page is arranged to print all printed races in as little
space as possible minimizing the number of pages the user must handle.
All Races. When the user selects this menu option, the program prints the applicable horses in all races.
Selected race(s). When the user selects this menu option, the program presents a control via which the user selects
the races he desires printed (see Selective Print Control image below).

Selective Print Control
The selective print control permits the user to choose only the specific races he desires for printout. If the user
chooses not to handicap one or more races, he need not print them.
Clicking the
selected races. The

button clears all selections. Clicking the
button causes the program to print the
button is disabled unless the user has chosen at least one race to print.

Clicking the
button removes the selective print control without making any changes to the settings or
printing any race information.
Select Printer. When the user clicks the Select Printer menu option, the program displays a Windows System
window similar to the Select Printer image below which allows the user to direct the program output to the desired
printer.
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Select Print
In the list of printers, select the desired printer if it is not already selected. Once the desired printer is selected
[highlighted as is the Lexmark S600 Series (Network)] as in the above image. Clicking the Print button changes
the system default printer to this selection.

Display Race Menu
The program defaults to display the first race when the Print/Preview window is opened. The displayed race on the
menu has a check beside the displayed race.
The Display Race menu option allows the user to select the Compact display mode and to select a specific race for
display (see Display Race Menu image below).

Display Race Menu
In the normal display mode, PEPlus arranges the info in the order in which the horses appear in the source data file
down the left column, then to the right column.
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PEPlus Print Preview Window

Compact Display
If the user selects the Compact display mode, a check is also displayed beside the Compact menu option. As in the
compact print mode, only a maximum of four PPs are displayed. Again, none of the average data displayed in
normal mode is presented.
When the user selects the Compact display option, the program arranges the horses by running style with E (Early)
at the top and the NA at the bottom as shown in the table on page PEA-12. The program displays on the four most
recent PP data if the horse has more than four PPs. It also does not show average figures (see Compact Display
image below).
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Compact Display
The Print Data menu has three menu selections. The Print Data menu has options to print all races, a selected race
and to select the target print device (see Print Previews image on page PEU-11).
Below the menu items is a navigation bar. In it, the present race number and the number of races are displayed at the
left end. To the right are controls to move sequentially from race to race. The Next Race option moves to the next
higher race number and is disabled when the last race is displayed. The Prev Race control option moves to the next
lower race and is disabled when the first race is displayed.
There is a More control which is enabled when the race data display requires more than one window (see Print
Preview - More image below). When a race has sufficient data to require more than one window to display all the
data, the most that can be presented is displayed in a single window, the More control is enabled.
Clicking the More control displays the next segment of data for the present race until the last data for the race is
displayed at which point the More control is disabled.
Clicking Next Race or Prev Race causes PEPlus to move to the next race and display the data for that race and set the
status of the More control as appropriate.
Scratched and Hidden horses. If the Scratch or Hide Horse tools are used to mark horses as scratched or hidden,
those horses do not appear on the Print Preview display nor do they appear on the printout.
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Print Preview
The Print Preview presentation provides the race information in the race heading. The track name, race date, race
number, race class, distance and surface are shown. For races of 8 furlongs and longer, the distance is shown in
furlongs and in miles. Finally, the page number is displayed. The page number is the same as the race number.
The program displays as many horses as possible on one screen. The number of horses displayed will vary
depending on the user's display resolution setting. If all horses for a race cannot be displayed on a single screen, the
program displays as many as can be accommodated and waits for the user to request more data to be displayed (see
Print Preview - More image below).
The program then enables the More control which alerts the user that not all race information is displayed.

Print Preview - More
Clicking the More control directs the program to continue displaying additional information.
When the last of the data for the race is displayed, the More control is again disabled and the Prev Race and Next
Race controls are enabled as appropriate (see Print Preview – More Done image below).
in the line with the horse name of It’s Heidi’s Dance. This applies only to races of
In the image above, note the
7f, 7.5f and 8f. The 'X' signifies that this horse has in the past finished in the top 3 at today's distance. This marker
only shows in races of 7, 7.5 or 8 furlongs.
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Print Preview – More Done
Also note that the second page number has a suffix of a. This indicates the second group of data displayed for this
race. If there are more then two segments to be displayed, each will have a suffix of b (3rd segment), c (4th segment),
etc., each indicating a sequential page.
The Print Preview display allows data for a horse to split across columns if all the data cannot be displayed at the
bottom of the left column. Data for a horse is not allowed to split across a page. If the data cannot be displayed
entirely at the bottom of the right column, the horse is displayed on the next screen page.
When printing, information is not allowed to span columns. If all the horse's data cannot be printed at the bottom of
the left column, all data is printed at the top of the right column.

Compact Print
When compact print is selected, the Compact menu option is checked and the program prints only the first four PP
data if the horse has more then four PPs.
The program prints multiple races on one page when possible. If the user has eliminated several horses from his
handicapping efforts, the program prints a race split across the page balancing the columns as efficiently as possible
keeping all data for a particular horse in the same columns.
Note in the Compact Print Example image below that Race 1 and Race 2 are printed entirely on page 1 as is the first
two horses of Race 3.
Race 3 is completed on page 2 as well as are Races 4 & 5.
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Compact Print Example
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Scratch
PEPlus permits the user to mark horses scratched from the race so these horses do not display or print. The Scratch
menu presents a list of races from which the user selects the race for which to mark scratched horses (see Scratch
Menu image below).

Scratch Menu
Selecting a race from the menu causes PEPlus to display the Scratch tool for that race in the new window. The
Scratch tool is always displayed with a red border. As the user changes the race displayed in the Print Preview
window, the Scratch tool is automatically updated to match the displayed race.

Scratch Tool Display
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The Scratch tool is centered in the display when initially selected. The user may reposition the Scratch tool to any
desired location within the window by pressing and holding down the left mouse button with the mouse cursor in the
red border of the tool.
When the user presses the mouse button with the cursor over the red border and moves the mouse, the upper left
corner of the border is slaved to the mouse cursor and the tool follows the mouse cursor until the user releases the
mouse button. Once released, the Scratch tool remains at this location until the user moves it again or closes it and
redisplays it.
To scratch a horse from the race, click the check box adjacent to the horse in the Scratch tool. When the Scratch
tool is closed, the display is updated and the scratched horses no longer display or are printed. If a horse is
erroneously scratched, merely open the Scratch tool, for that race and click the check box adjacent to the horse so
the box is not checked and close the Scratch tool to restore it in the display and printouts.
To remove the Scratch tool from the display, click on the close button (

) in the Scratch tool.

Hide Horse
PEPlus provides another tool for removing horses temporarily from the display and print product. When
handicapping a race, the user may want to eliminate horses from the display and ultimately from the printed pages
he may take to the track.
To make this task easier, the Hide Horse tool allows the user to remove horses separately from using the Scratch
tool. Think of scratch as a permanent removal and Hide Horse as a temporary removal tool meant to support your
handicapping effort. A horse that is scratched does not appear in the list of the Hide Horse tool.
A horse may be hidden and later restored if desired but a scratched horse will remain removed unless the user
restores the horse via the Scratch tool.

Hide Horse Menu
As with the scratch menu, an option for each race is available for the user to select the desired race. When the user
selects a race via the menu, the Hide Horse tool is displayed.
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Hide Horse Tool Display
The Hide Horse tool is displayed at the left margin and centered vertically in the window so it does not overlay the
Scratch tool if both are displayed together.
The Hide Horse tool is displayed with a blue border when the race in the Hide Horse tool matches the race
displayed in the Print Preview window. If the races do not match, the Hide Horse tool is displayed with an orange
border (see Hide Horse Tool Display Race Mismatch image below).
As with the Scratch tool, the Hide Horse tool may be positioned as needed by the user. The Hide Horse tool is
moved in the same manner as the Scratch tool.
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Hide Horse Tool Display Race Mismatch
Also, as with the Scratch tool, when the user selects a different race either via the Display Race menu option of the
Prev Race or Next Race actions, the Hide Horse tool race is matched to the displayed race and if necessary, the
border is changed to blue to indicate the race matching.
The Hide Horse tool works similar to Scratch tool with some additional features. To temporarily remove a horse
from the display, simply click the check box adjacent to the horse to be removed. With the desired horse(s) marked,
button. This causes the display to be refreshed with the hidden horses no longer displayed.
click the
button on the Hide Horse tool. This clears the
To restore all horses not scratched to the display, click the
check boxes for all horses in the selected race so all are displayed and allows the user to restart his selection process.
Again, clicking the
button refreshes the display to reflect the most recent hide horse options chosen.
To remove the Hide Horse tool from the display, click on the close button (

) in the Hide Horse tool.

Race Conditions
The Race Cond [Race conditions] option displays the race conditions date from the download data file. This is the
information displayed at the top of the racing form and at the top of the Custom PP Generator display.
When the user selects the Race Cond menu option, PEPlus shows a menu allowing the user to select a specific race
(see Race Condition Menu image below).
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Race Condition Menu

Selecting a race from the menu causes PEPlus to display the Condition line for that race in the new window. As the
user changes the race displayed in the Print Preview window, the race condition display is automatically updated to
match the displayed race.
See the Race Conditions Display image below for an example of the information provided in this window.

Race Conditions Display
When the Print Preview window is closed, the race condition window is also closed.

Unzip from PEPlus (return to Running the Program link)
The user may initiate the uncompress function from within the PEPlus program. To initiate the unzip process, select
Uncompress [unzip] file from the File menu. The Open Download file dialog box is shown for the user to select the
zip file to be opened (see Uncompress File image below).
If the PEPlus program does not automatically unzip new download files, the most likely cause is that PEPlus is not
looking in the directory to which the user downloads files from Brisnet or other sources. If this is the case, the
problem can be corrected by using the manual unzip feature of PEPlus and navigating the unzip file selection to the
directory to which the user downloads his data files. The following description guides the user through this process.
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Uncompress File
Once the user selects the desired file and clicks the Open button, the PEPlus program extracts the file and stores it in
the location selected by the user. The default location for extracted files is C:\PaceEval\DRFData.
The file name for the extracted file is determined by the name of the file contained in the download compressed file.
PEPlus renames the extracted file to add the year to the file name so that a file from a newer year will not overwrite
a file from a previous year if the user accumulates files over a long period of time.
The compressed [zip] files are also renamed using the same format. The exception is the zip files provided as
samples with PEPlus are not automatically renamed and are ignored by the autounzip function.
Once the user selects a file for unzip, PEPlus remembers the path to the directory from which the user selection was
made.
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